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More than 40 years ago, Bass Pro Shops® founder Johnny Morris and his dad, John A., had an 
idea—why not build a better bass boat and sell it as a complete, ready-to-fish package?

Up until that point, anglers had to piecemeal their boats together, picking out and buying each 
component separately. And thus, in 1978, the first BASS TRACKER® boat, motor and trailer package 
was introduced in the Bass Pro Shops catalog. And to say it was a hit is an understatement.

More than just a great value, that first BASS TRACKER boat was an exercise in producing a quality-
built boat with quality parts. And today, TRACKER Boats continues that legacy throughout our 
entire line of Mod V, Deep V, Jon and Utility boats!

From bass fishing to walleye angling to bowfishing, club tournaments to family fishing, we offer a 
tough, versatile and feature-packed model for any use. And regardless which model you choose, 
you can boat easy knowing you have the backing of an industry leader for years to come.
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THE TRACKER 
PROMISE
THE BEST FACTORY WARRANTY 
IN ALUMINUM BOATS

IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
RECOGNIZED FOR EXCELLENCE 

For the EIGHTH consecutive year, TRACKER® Boats has been honored with the 

Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) Award for excellence in customer satisfaction from 

the National Marine Manufacturers Association® (NMMA®). 

This recognition reflects thousands of boat owners reporting satisfaction ratings of  

90 or higher on a 100-point scale. It’s a standing tribute to the dedication our 

craftspeople, designers and sales consultants have to providing families the best 

aluminum boats on the water.

LIFE

At TRACKER® Boats, we go to great lengths to ensure every model is quality crafted with the best materials, processes and 

components to last you for years to come. We’re so confident in the quality, we back every all-welded model with the  

TRACKER Promise—the best factory warranty in aluminum boats.

 Limited lifetime structural & deck coverage

 5-year non-prorated bow-to-stern coverage 

 3-year coverage on powdercoat adhesion

 3-year warranty on factory-installed trolling motor  
 & fishfinder

 Provisions for transfer to a second owner
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When we introduced the DIAMOND COAT™ powdercoat finish in 2014, it was an industry-first. Years later, 
it’s still a WHITE RIVER MARINE GROUP® exclusive feature that provides TRACKER® owners the toughest, 
best-looking finish in the industry.

So, what exactly goes into making the industry’s leading finish? 

Well, it starts exactly the same on EVERY TRACKER boat—we run the hull assembly through a five-stage 
wash. Then, a tag-team of robotic sprayers and craftspeople (to reach the hard-to-get areas) apply the 
color powder, which binds electrostatically to the bare aluminum. Next, we send the entire thing through 
a massive curing oven, where the powder becomes liquid and bonds to the aluminum on the molecular 
level. Then, we apply the clearcoat (Mod V and Deep V models), which adds that lustrous shine and 
protection from the sun’s rays.

For 2021, we’ve taken this tested and proven method, and made it even better by updating the powder 
formula. The result is an even harder, yet more flexible, surface that results in less wear and tear and longer-
lasting good looks through regular use.

It’s not the conventional approach, but it’s the best because it’s longer-lasting, better looking and more 
environmentally friendly than traditional methods. 

You’ll understand when you see these boats in the showroom. 

THE TOUGHEST, BEST-LOOKING 
FINISH IN ALUMINUM BOATS

3x harder & 4x thicker

70% longer-lasting shine

50% smaller carbon footprint

5x stronger adhesion to metal

20x longer-lasting color

10x more corrosion resistance

DIAMOND COAT FINISH VS. CONVENTIONAL PAINT

LONG-LASTING

BEAUTY

ENHANCING ALL
THAT BEAUTY ...

The toughest, most 
environmentally-friendly 
finish available in 
aluminum boats today.
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From the beginning, the team at TRACKER® Boats has always been heavily invested in making sure we’re using the 
latest and greatest processes and technologies to craft top-quality boats.

For starters, we employ Learn Sigma manufacturing strategies, just like leaders in the automotive, medical and 
manufacturing industries, to decrease product discrepancies, increase efficiencies and, ultimately, reduce costs and 
waste. This allows us to build better boats for less and pass the savings on to you!

In addition, we use a number of industry-leading technologies to reduce waste and improve quality even further. 
From laser and plasma cutters to robotic welders, we have invested literally millions of dollars to ensure our 
Lebanon, MO, manufacturing facility is unlike anything else in the industry. These machines are truly state of the 
art and produce astounding quality day after day after day after … well, you get the picture! We use the laser and 
plasma cutters to turn giant sheets of aluminum into all the different parts of the hull, stinger and transom. And 
then the robotic welders make sure the transom and stringer—two extremely critical pieces—are consistently put 
together day in and day out.

New for 2021, all TRACKER Mod V boats feature a two-piece hull, much like our Deep V models have for years.  
The pieces are welded together, just like the rest of the boat. 

BUILT WITH AN UNWAVERING COMMITMENT TO 
RUGGED DURABILITY AND A PERFECT FIT AND FINISH

• ROBOTICALLY-WELDED STRINGER
 The stringer provides the backbone for the boat, so it needs to be   
      as strong as possible. We don’t cut corners with it—instead, we use  
      robots to weld it together. The result is a solid substructure that will  
      absorb impacts and distribute shock for years to come.

• ROBOTICALLY-WELDED TRANSOM
 Like the stringer, the transom provides support and needs to be  
      strong. And like the stringer, we use robotic welders to ensure  
      it’ll stand up to the task.

• ALL-WELDED HULL
 100% welded, 0% riveted. That’s the guarantee with every single  
      TRACKER Mod V hull. We further enhance the strength with chine   
 braces and half-round supports. Then, we weld the stringer   
 and transom to the hull itself to form a tough, one-piece structure   
 throughout.

INVESTED IN  

QUALITY
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Mod V stands for Modified V, and it indicates a hull design with a sharp V at the bow that 
transitions to a flatter surface aft. This helps the boats plane faster and handle well while still 
being able to take on moderate chop with ease. They’re great for small-to-moderate-sized 
bodies of water due to their ability to get into tight places and traverse skinny water with ease.
In addition, TRACKER Mod V boats are designed to provide ALL the features bass and panfish 
anglers want in their boats. And ALL is not an exaggeration. 

Every single TRACKER Mod V model comes factory-rigged with a Mercury® outboard, custom-
matched trailer, Lowrance® fishfinder, Minn Kota® trolling motor, aerated livewell, plentiful 
storage for rods and tackle, folding fishing chairs and more! Most also include the VERSATRACK® 
accessory-mounting channels, a sleek helm and raised fore and aft decks. So whether you’re 
teaching your kids the joys of catching crappie or reeling your way to the top of the club 
tournament standings, you’ll have quality features at your fingertips the whole way.

MOD V BOATS 
BUILT FOR BASS  
& BEYOND

10° deadrise at the transom for stability Reverse chines along hull sides to deflect spray

POWER-TRAC™ set-back transom16° bow deadrise to cut through chop

TRACKER PRO TEAM™ models take the performance design a step 

further with the exclusive REVOLUTION™ hull design. These models 

feature a 16˚ bow deadrise to cut through the waves, and then a flatter 

10˚ transom angle for planing. This is combined with the POWER-TRAC™ 

set-back transom, which delivers undisturbed water to the prop to 

optimize holeshots and top-end performance.

The result is a ride so amazing, we back it with the SMOOTH RIDE 

GUARANTEE™—if your PRO TEAM doesn’t provide the smoothest ride 

in an aluminum boat, just return it within 30 days for credit toward any 

TRACKER of equal or greater value.

A RIDE SO SMOOTH, IT'S

GUARANTEED

- THE ONLY PERFORMANCE PROMISE IN THE INDUSTRY -
If your PRO TEAM doesn’t provide the 

smoothest ride in an aluminum boat, return it 
within 30 days for credit toward any TRACKER of 

equal or greater value. 
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TRACKER 

REVOLUTION HULL

1. Rod Storage

2. Minn Kota Trolling Motor

3. Aerated Livewell

4. Lowrance Fishfinder

5. Mercury Outboard

6. Tackle Storage

7. Custom-Matched Trailer
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SHARED FEATURES
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ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTION:

Mercury® 40 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$12,995
50 ELPT FourStroke .....................................................$13,390 
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

STANDARD COLORS:

Black DiamondRoyal Red

KEY FEATURES:

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota® trolling motor 
•  Holders for 4 rods up to 7' long
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/fore & aft pedestal locations
•  Interstate® batteries
•  9-gal. aerated livewell

SPECS
LENGTH 16' 8"

BEAM  6' 5"

MAX HP 50 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 6 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,025 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 3/555 lbs.

A CLASSIC-INSPIRED VALUE.
BASS TRACKER® CLASSIC XL
Just like the original BASS TRACKER did more than 40 years ago, the Classic XL 
presents an industry-leading, ready-to-fish value. For just $12,995, you get a 
complete package with a Mercury® 40HP ELPT FourStroke, Minn Kota® trolling 
motor, Lowrance® fishfinder and custom-matched trailer. 
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ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTION:

Mercury® 40 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$14,995
50 ELPT FourStroke ..................................................... $15,695 
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

NIMBLE WITH 
BIG CAPABILITIES.

SPECS
MAX PERSONS 16' 8"

BEAM  6' 5"

MAX HP 50 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 11.4 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 980 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/555 lbs.

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota® trolling motor 
•  Rod lockable for 7' 6"-long rods
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/fore & aft pedestal locations
•  VERSATRACK® mounting channels
•  15-gal. aerated livewell w/bait bucket holder

Starlite Blue Starlite Red

PRO 170
The PRO 170 balances a nimble, easy-to-maneuver size with plenty of fishing 
features, making it a top-notch value that’s ready to go at any time. Just like 
its bigger brethren, it comes factory-rigged with a Minn Kota® trolling motor, 
Lowrance® fishfinder and aerated livewell. And then it continues with a 7' 6" 
rod locker, VERSATRACK® accessory-mounting channels and fishing chairs.

STANDARD COLORS:

KEY FEATURES:
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PRO TEAM™ 175 TF 
For those who like to fish for everything from crappie to bass to walleye to 
pike and more, the PRO TEAM™ 175 TF is the boat of choice. Like all PRO 
TEAM models, it features the industry-exclusive REVOLUTION™ hull with the 
SMOOTH RIDE GUARANTEE™. But, then, it goes further by offering up a raised 
bow deck with three-across seating so you can fish side by side. 

TRACKERBOATS.COM 19

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

MULTITALENTED FOR 
MULTISPECIES FISHING

STANDARD COLORS:

KEY FEATURES:
•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota® trolling motor 
•  Rod storage w/tubes for 10 rods up to 7' long
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/6 pedestal locations
•  VERSATRACK® mounting channels
•  15- & 21-gal. aerated livewells w/timers

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

Mercury® 60 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$18,995
25 ELPT FourStroke ..................................................... $16,695
75 ELPT FourStroke ..................................................... $20,595
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

SPECS
LENGTH 17' 7"

BEAM  7' 5" 

MAX HP 75 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 21.5 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,090 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/560 lbs.

Starlite Blue Starlite Charcoal
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SPECS
MAX PERSONS 17' 7"

BEAM  7' 5"

MAX HP 75 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 21.5 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,100 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/555 lbs.

A LONG-TIME 
FAVORITE

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota® trolling motor 
•  Rod storage w/tubes for 16 rods
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/bow & aft deck seat bases
•  VERSATRACK® mounting channels
•  21-gal. livewell w/divider, timer, recirculator, pump-out & overflow

PRO TEAM 175 TXW ®
The PRO TEAM 175 TXW® has long been one of the best-selling fishing boats 
in America because it provides anglers everything they want in a perfectly 
sized, perfectly outfitted and perfectly priced package. Inside, it features 
a tournament-style layout loaded with everything from a 21-gal. aerated 
livewell to dual rod storage areas to a Minn Kota® trolling motor.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

TOURNAMENT  EDITION

Mercury® 60 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

$21,195
SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

1. BOW LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO 
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

2. CONSOLE LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

3. MINN KOTA® MAXXUM®
 24V, 70-lb. thrust, 52" shaft trolling motor

4. INTERSTATE® BATTERIES: 
 1 cranking & 2 trolling, plus 3-bank battery charger

5. TRAILER BOARDING STEP 
 w/safety handle

6. CUSTOM ALUMINUM WHEELS 
 w/matching spare 

7. Starlite Red or TRACKER White 
 DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 gunnels & sides

WITH THESE PREMIUM 
FACTORY-INSTALLED UPGRADES:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

TRACKER® BlackStarlite Red

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

Mercury® 60 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$18,995
9.9 ELPT FourStroke Command Thrust ProKicker ... $14,875
75 ELPT FourStroke ..................................................... $20,595 
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

2020 model year shown.
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The PRO TEAM™ 190 TX provides the best of all worlds—a nimble, 
smooth-riding boat that still provides plenty of room and features for club 
tournament anglers. Rated for up to 125HP and backed by the SMOOTH RIDE 
GUARANTEE™, you’re sure to be off and at your favorite fishing hole in no time. 
And once there, you’ll have all the tools you need for success.

PRO TEAM™ 190 TX 
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN

TOURNAMENT  EDITION

Mercury® 90 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

$24,395

1. BOW LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO 
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

2. CONSOLE LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

3. MINN KOTA® MAXXUM®
 24V, 70-lb. thrust, 52" shaft trolling motor

4. INTERSTATE® BATTERIES: 
 1 cranking & 2 trolling, plus 3-bank battery charger

5. TRAILER BOARDING STEP 
 w/safety handle

6. CUSTOM ALUMINUM WHEELS 
 w/matching spare 

7. Starlite Red or TRACKER White 
 DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 gunnels & sides

WITH THESE PREMIUM 
FACTORY-INSTALLED UPGRADES:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

KEY FEATURES:

STANDARD COLORS:

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

Starlite Charcoal

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota® trolling motor 
•  Bow center tackle organizer compartment w/tool holders
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/bow & aft deck seat bases
•  VERSATRACK® mounting channels
•  21-gal. livewell w/divider, timer, recirculator, pump-out & overflow

MORE ROOM FOR 
MORE FEATURES

SPECS
LENGTH 18' 7" 

BEAM  7' 5"

MAX HP 125 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 21.5 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,250 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/575 lbs.

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTION:

Mercury® 90 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$22,995
115 Pro XS® FourStroke ............................................... $24,205
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

2020 model year shown.

TRACKER® Black
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The team used input from pro anglers to ensure the PRO TEAM™ 195 TXW 
holds its own and propels you to the top of your local tournaments with ease. 
In true TRACKER fashion, it comes factory-rigged with quality features like a 
Lowrance® HOOK2 Combo color fishfinder, Minn Kota® Edge® trolling motor, 
lighted 27-gal. aerated livewell, storage for 9' and 8' rods and more.

PRO TEAM™ 195 TXW 

KEY FEATURES:

STANDARD COLORS:

Starlite Red

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.

A TRUE TOURNAMENT 
CONTENDER

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

Mercury® 115 Pro XS® FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$26,795
150 L FourStroke .........................................................$29,385 
150 L Pro XS® FourStroke ............................................$30,295 
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

SPECS
LENGTH 18' 7"

BEAM  8' 2"

MAX HP 150 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 30 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,250 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/575 lbs.

•  39-sq.-ft. bow deck w/dual 8’ rod storage w/tip tubes 
•  Large bow center tackle organizer compartment w/tool holders
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/bow & aft deck seat bases
•  VERSATRACK® mounting channels
•  27-gal. livewell w/divider, timer, recirculator, pump-out & overflow

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

TRACKER® Black

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

TOURNAMENT  EDITION

Mercury® 150 L FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

$30,385

1. BOW LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO 
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

2. CONSOLE LOWRANCE® HOOK2 5 COMBO
 color fishfinder w/TripleShot™ & GPS

3. MINN KOTA® MAXXUM®
 24V, 70-lb. thrust, 52" shaft trolling motor

4. INTERSTATE® BATTERIES: 
 1 cranking & 2 trolling, plus 3-bank battery charger

5. TRAILER BOARDING STEP 
 w/safety handle

6. CUSTOM ALUMINUM WHEELS 
 w/matching spare 

7. Starlite Red or TRACKER White 
 DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 gunnels & sides

WITH THESE PREMIUM 
FACTORY-INSTALLED UPGRADES:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE 2020 model year shown.
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BEASTS

35°20°

BIG-WATER

TRACKER DEEP Vs—TOUGH ON THE FISH, EASY ON THE FAMILY.
Northern anglers rejoice—TRACKER Deep Vs are overbuilt to take on the rough waters you call 
home.

A 35° angle at the bow cuts through waves and reverse 
chines deflect water down for a dry, smooth ride in rough 
water. We use thick aluminum on the hull—.100 gauge or 
.125 gauge, depending on the model. And unlike some 
competitors, we use the same thickness in the hull sides as 
we do the bottom to ensure maximum durability.

Like their southern-centric siblings, these 
models are built following Lean Sigma principles 
to reduce waste and increase quality. And, they 
employ such innovative technologies as laser 
and plasma cutters for ensuring every part is the 
exact size it should be for proper fit, as well as 
robotic welding on the transom and stringer for 
consistency and toughness.

TRACKERBOATS.COM 27



When the waters get rough, anglers trust the toughest aluminum Deep Vs around to get them 
to their fishing spot safely and smoothly. And once you’re there, TRACKER Deep Vs provide 
everything you need to reel in a mess of walleye, muskie or whatever other big-water beast 
you’re seeking.

Onboard every model, you’ll find a huge aerated livewell to keep your catch healthy, or to keep 
your live bait. There’s also plentiful rod and gear storage (below decks and above) to ensure you 
can take all the tackle you need and have it ready at a moment’s notice. 

Rounding out the entire package is a Lowrance® fishfinder, movable fishing chairs, 
VERSATRACK® accessory-mounting channels and Minn Kota® trolling motor. All riding on a 
custom-matched, ready-to-roll trailer.

Whether you’re headed out for fishing or fun—or both!—TRACKER Deep Vs will keep you safe the 
entire time.

DEEP V BOATS 
GO BIG, NOT HOME 1. Aerated Livewell

2. Rod Storage

3. Movable Fishing Chairs

4. Lowrance Fishfinder

5. Minn Kota Trolling Motor

6. Custom-Matched Trailer

FEATURES
SHARED

2
1

1

42

3

6

3

4

5

65
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WITH THESE PREMIUM 
FACTORY-INSTALLED UPGRADES:

1. BOW HUMMINBIRD® HELIX™ 7 
 G3N fishfinder w/GPS & Down Imaging

2. CONSOLE HUMMINBIRD HELIX 7 
 G3N fishfinder w/GPS & Side Imaging

3. MINN KOTA® TERROVA®  
 24V, 80-lb. thrust, 60" shaft trolling motor w/i-Pilot®

4. INTERSTATE® BATTERIES: 
 1 cranking & 2 trolling, plus 3-bank battery charger

5. TRAILER BOARDING STEP 
 w/safety handle

6. CUSTOM ALUMINUM WHEELS 
 w/matching spare

7. Starlite Red or TRACKER Black 
 DIAMOND COAT™ 2.0 gunnels & sides

TARGA V-19 COMBO ALSO AVAILABLE IN

TOURNAMENT  EDITION

KEY FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES:

STANDARD COLORS:

STANDARD COLORS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

STANDARD PACKAGE:

Starlite Red

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

TARGA™ V-19 WT
In addition to being overbuilt, the TARGA V-19 WT features a huge 47-gal. fuel tank for longer excursions, raised 
fore and aft decks for perfect casts, a huge 40”-wide livewell and a walk-thru windshield to protect your crew 
from the elements underway.

TARGA™ V-19 COMBO
The TARGA™ V-19 Combo is built specifically for anglers and families who are going to be in bigger waters 
like the Great Lakes. In addition to fishing features, the Combo is outfitted for family fun as well with a deck 
extension, jump seats and ski tow pylon.BUILT FOR 

PLUS-SIZED FUN 
& FISHING

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.
SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

STANDARD PACKAGE: STANDARD PACKAGE:
Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  

& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke ........................................... $41,700 
200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke w/DTS ............................... $43,025
225 XL Pro XS® FourStroke w/DTS ...............................$44,945 
(plus freight & prep)

200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke ............................................ $42,700
200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke w/DTS ................................$44,025 
225 XL Pro XS® FourStroke w/DTS ................................$45,945 

(plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

TARGA V-19 WT ALSO AVAILABLE IN

TOURNAMENT  EDITION

Starlite Charcoal

TRACKER® Black

TRACKER® Black

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 30-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/6 pedestal locations
•  2 top-loading rod boxes for 9' rods

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 30-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/6 pedestal locations
•  Removable ski tow pylon

STANDARD PACKAGE:

Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$36,995

$37,995

$41,195 $40,595

SPECS
LENGTH 19'

BEAM  8' 6"

MAX HP 225 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 47 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 2,000 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 8/1,100 lbs.
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KEY FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES:

STANDARD COLORS:

STANDARD COLORS:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTION:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTION:

Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 150 XL FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke ............................................ $39,700
(plus freight & prep)

SPECS
LENGTH 18' 2"

BEAM  8' 6"

MAX HP 200 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 40 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,650 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 6/885 lbs.

TRACKER® Black

Starlite Red

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 30-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/5 pedestal locations
•  2 top-loading rod boxes for 9' rods

STANDARD PACKAGE:

$34,995

STANDARD PACKAGE:

$33,995
200 XL Pro XS® FourStroke ............................................$38,700
(plus freight & prep)

Starlite Charcoal

Starlite Red

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 30-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/5 pedestal locations
•  Removable ski tow pylon

BIG WATERS,
NO PROBLEM

TARGA™ V-18 WT
The TRACKER® TARGA™ V-18 WT is a boat built especially for northern anglers and the tough conditions 
they encounter. Its rock-solid construction comprises a .125”-thick marine-grade aluminum hull and a 
welded-in stringer system and box-beam transom. Inside the spacious cockpit, it has 9' rod compartments 
and 49 gallons of livewell capacity.

TARGA™ V-18 COMBO
The popular TRACKER® TARGA™ V-18 Combo makes family fun the priority while retaining the fishing 
features anglers want. Cushioned bow seats, a ski tow pylon and two hidden aft jump seats combine with 
massive rod storage and 49 gallons of livewell capacity to make this boat great for everyone.

Boats may be shown with optional accessories. 2020 model year shown.
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KEY FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES:

STANDARD COLORS:

STANDARD COLORS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

STANDARD PACKAGE:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

Starlite Red

TRACKER® Black

Starlite Blue

TRACKER® Black

$26,795

115 EXLPT FourStroke ................................................. $28,795
115 EXLPT Pro XS® FourStroke .................................... $29,190 
150 XL FourStroke ........................................................ $31,595 
(plus freight & prep)

$27,795
Mercury® 90 EXLPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 90 EXLPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

115 EXLPT FourStroke ..................................................$27,795
115 EXLPT Pro XS® FourStroke .................................... $28,190 
150 XL FourStroke ........................................................ $30,595 
(plus freight & prep)

SPECS
LENGTH 17' 7"

BEAM  8' 1"

MAX HP 150 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 25.5 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,600 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 6/838 lbs.

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 29-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/7 pedestal locations
•  Top-loading & in-deck rod storage

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  19- & 29-gal. aerated livewells  
 w/aft bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/7 pedestal locations
•  Removable ski tow pylon

BIG-TIME
FAMILY 
FUN

Boats may be shown with optional accessories.

PRO GUIDE™ V-175 WT
At 17’ 7” long and with a generous 8’ 1” beam, the TRACKER® PRO GUIDE™ V-175 WT is a substantial and 
stable boat for tackling big-water angling. 48 gallons of livewell space keep bait and gamefish healthy, 
and massive storage throughout the boat stows all the gear you need for the most arduous of fishing 
expeditions.

PRO GUIDE™ V-175 COMBO
The PRO GUIDE™ V-175 Combo is a favorite with Northern anglers and families because it offers a nice 
mix of performance, features and maneuverability in an easy-to-tow package. Plus, it has fishing AND fun 
features, including livewells, rod holders, bow cushions, jump seats, a reboarding platform and more.

2020 model year shown.
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ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

STANDARD PACKAGE:

STANDARD PACKAGE:

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

75 ELPT FourStroke ...................................................... $20,595

90 ELPT FourStroke ...................................................... $21,095
(plus freight & prep)

75 ELPT FourStroke .......................................................$21,595

90 ELPT FourStroke ...................................................... $22,095 
(plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 60 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 60 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$19,995

$18,995

SPECS
LENGTH 16' 6"

BEAM  7' 4"

MAX HP 90 HP

FUEL CAPACITY 25.5 gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,200 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 5/655 lbs.

KEY FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES:

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  23-gal./40"-wide aerated livewell  
 w/bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/6 pedestal locations
•  8' top-loading rod boxes

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  23-gal./40"-wide aerated livewell  
 w/bait bucket
•  3 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/6 pedestal locations
•  8' top-loading rod boxes

STANDARD COLORS:

STANDARD COLORS:

TRACKER® White

Starlite Charcoal

Starlite Blue

TRACKER® Black

EASY TO TOW & 
READY TO FISH

Boats may be shown with optional accessories.

PRO GUIDE™ V-16 SC
The PRO GUIDE™ V-16 SC is a nimble, yet highly capable, Deep V boat with plenty of fishing features. You’ll 
have access to a huge aerated livewell, massive rod storage spaces, raised fore and aft decks with fishing 
seats, a Minn Kota® trolling motor and more for a quality fishing experience.

PRO GUIDE™ V-16 WT
The TRACKER® PRO GUIDE™ V-16 WT is a compact, yet highly-capable, Deep V with a walk-thru windshield 
to protect you and your crew from the elements in adverse conditions. It features three movable fishing 
seats and six seat locations, so you can configurable it to your fishing or cruising needs. 

2020 model year shown.
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KEY FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES:

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  15-gal. aerated livewell w/bait bucket
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats  
 w/5 pedestal locations
•  7' 6" top-loading rod box

•  Lowrance® fishfinder & Minn Kota®   
 trolling motor 
•  15-gal. aerated livewell w/bait bucket
•  2 movable, folding fishing seats w/5   
 pedestal locations
•  7' 6" top-loading rod box

STANDARD COLOR:

STANDARD COLOR:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

ADDITIONAL MOTOR OPTIONS:

Mercury® 20 ELH FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

Mercury® 40 ELPT FourStroke  
& Custom Trailer (plus freight & prep)

$11,995

$15,895

9.9 ELH FourStroke ....................................................... $10,930
25 EHLPT FourStroke ................................................... $13,315 
40 ELHPT FourStroke ....................................................$14,715 
(plus freight & prep)

25 ELPT FourStroke ....................................................... $14,595

50 ELPT FourStroke ...................................................... $16,595 
(plus freight & prep)

STANDARD PACKAGE:

STANDARD PACKAGE:

Starlite Red

Starlite Red

SPECS
LENGTH 16'

BEAM  6' 4"

MAX HP 50 HP (SC)/40 HP (T)

FUEL CAPACITY 11.4 (SC)/6 (T) gal.

MAX WEIGHT 1,155 lbs.

MAX PERSONS 4/650 lbs.

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

SCAN ME
TO LEARN MORE

A SUPER 
DEEP V 
VALUE

Boats may be shown with optional accessories.

SUPER GUIDE™ V-16 T
NEW for 2021, the SUPER GUIDE V-16 T features a tiller steering, which provides even more nimble steering 
for navigating tight spots, as well as more cockpit space. And the interior is outfitted with two folding 
fishing chairs that can be relocated to any of five pedestal base locations.

SUPER GUIDE™ V-16 SC
The SUPER GUIDE™ V-16 SC offers an incredible value in a full-featured, nimble Deep V fishing boat. Despite 
its low price, it is built extra rugged for tougher conditions. And inside, it has two folding fishing chairs with 
five pedestal base locations, a 15-gal. aerated livewell, 7’ 6” rod holders and huge amounts of storage. 

2020 model year shown.
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GRIZZLY TOUGH FOR ALL YOUR 

ADVENTURES

JON & UTILITY BOATS
GRIZZLY

In addition to our Mod V and Deep V lines of boats, we offer a 
full line of GRIZZLY® jon and utility boats.

Built for hunting, fishing, bowfishing, working or more, these 
boats are built extra tough to take on whatever conditions 
you’ll encounter. They’re so tough, every model is backed 
by the TRACKER PROMISE™—the best factory warranty in 
aluminum boats.

If you’re interested in these models, you can visit 
trackerboats.com to view the complete lineup. Or, visit your 
local dealer to learn more.

U.S. OPEN BOWFISHING

CHAMPIONSHIP 
VISIT

BASSPRO.COM/USOPEN
FOR MORE DETAILS

"TRACKER GRIZZLY Sportsman series boats 
are built with the total sportsman in mind. 
Whether you are bowfishing, hunting or 
fishing, you won’t find a tougher boat or 
a better value for you and your family. 
Bowfishing is one of the fastest growing 
sports in the outdoors, so don’t miss out 
on the action—check out the GRIZZLY 
Sportsman series boats today."

John Paul Morris
Founder, 

U.S. Open Bowfishing Championship

TRACKERBOATS.COM 41
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MERCURY® KICKER MOTOR

VINYL FLOORINGREMOVABLE PORT CONSOLE

We strive to factory-rig every TRACKER model with 
the features you need to enjoy a full day of fishing 
and fun. 

But, we recognize that not every angler or family has the same needs, and therefore we offer a 
number of options to meet your specific situation and locale.

Going to be doing a lot of catfishing? Switch out the carpet for an easy-to-clean vinyl. State 
requires trailer brakes? We have that. Going fishing with a partner a lot and want to provide them 
protection from the elements? Check out the port console option. Going to be boating on bigger 
waters and need a more powerful motor for trolling? Yep, we have a Kicker for you.

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR OUTINGS

FREIGHT & PREP Model Zone 1 Zone 2
Zone 3 

(Canada)
Zone 4

(Alaska) Zone 5 Prep

CLASSIC XL, P170, 
PT175, PT190, 
PT195, SGV16

$650 $750 $1,100 $3,300 $775 $375

PGV16, PGV175 $950 $1,000 $1,250 $4,300 $1,050 $375

TV18, TV19 $1,125 $1,175 $1,400 $5,100 $1,225 $375

The prices in this brochure are listed "plus freight & prep.” Freight charges are the cost of shipping 
the boat from the factory to the dealer. TRACKER uses zoned freight rates that reflect the costs of 
shipping boats to each geographic area, or zone, in North America. Prep charges cover the costs the 
dealer incurs for labor and supplies necessary to complete a pre-delivery inspection and prepare 
the boat for delivery to the customer. Freight and prep charges are set by the factory and added 
to the price of boats shown in this brochure and on our websites, based on the dealer location 
selected by the customer. 

All the PRO TEAM, Deep V and GRIZZLY models 
also feature our exclusive VERSATRACK® 
accessory-mounting channels in the gunnels 
that allow you to customize your boat even 
further. With this feature, you can quickly and 
easily switch out a number of accessories 
just by tightening or loosening the wing nut! 
VERSATRACK accessories include rod holders, a 
cutting board, drink holder, dog ladder and so 
much more! The best part? You can pick up the 
accessories you need at your local dealer!

VERSATRACK® channels 
permit quick mounting 
and moving of optional 
accessories.

3- OR 4-ROD HOLDER 
Easily holds rods above deck for quick access when you 
reach your fishing hole. 

DRINK HOLDER 
Keep a cold beverage nearby for hydration—or even 
coffee or hot chocolate on cold mornings. 

CUTTING BOARD
The cutting board is easy to install or detach and it cleans 
easily after messy jobs.

TOOL HOLDER 
Keeps pliers, hook-outs, knives, terminal tackle and 
more within reach anywhere in the boat.

TACKLE TRAY
Store tackle trays for easy access to your favorite lures, 
plus pliers and tools. 

ROD HOLDER 
Locks down 1 rod for trolling or traveling. Easily 
adjustable for casting or spinning rods.Not all VERSATRACK® accessories fit all models. See dealer for details.

YOUR HANDS
VERSATILITY IN

Accessories to make 
every fishing task 
faster and easier.
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IMPACT

WE’VE BEEN BUILDING CUSTOM-MATCHED  
BOAT TRAILERS FOR MORE THAN 40 YEARS.
Every Mod V, Deep V and GRIZZLY package (excludes Jon boats) comes standard with a 
factory-matched, custom-built trailer.

Just like the boats riding on them, TRACKER trailers are built extra tough for years of 
use. Each one features our exclusive GALVASHIELD® Impact corrosion resistance—the 
pretreated steel tubing and long-lasting powdercoat paint will stand up to corrosion and 
chipping for a long, long, LONG time.

We also weld—that’s right, weld, not bolt—our trailer frames together to create a 
unitized, heavy-duty structure.

It’s a quality so high, we’re not afraid to back it with an industry-leading three-year 
warranty against failure due to corrosion.

SAFE TRAVELS  
OFF THE WATER

COLD-FORMED STEEL 
FOR EXTRA STRENGTH

GALVANIZED (ZINC COATED) 

INSIDE & OUT

GALVASHIELD IMPACT 
POWDERCOAT FINISH 
CHIP PROTECTION

CONVERSION COAT  
FOR SUPERIOR ADHESION

All-Welded Construction 
The all-welded construction of our trailers 

means there are no bolts to loosen over time, 

maximizing durability. And each trailer is 

custom built for each boat model, making 

the fit as impressive as the construction.

 Surge Brakes 
Most TRACKER trailers are available with 

optional drum surge brakes that stop 

quickly and won’t engage when backing.

Low-Maintenance Hubs 
Our hubs make maintenance easy. Just 

inject grease into the fittings to deliver 

lubrication to both inner and outer 

wheel bearings.

Hubs & Brakes 
Long-lived, easy-to-lubricate hubs, included on all 

TRACKER® trailers, keep your ride smooth and your 

mind at peace, delivering years of reliable performance. 

Most boat and trailer packages offered by TRACKER 

Boats are available with brakes as an option. State 

towing regulations vary regarding vehicle weight rating 

and requirements for brakes on boat trailers. Check the 

brake requirements for your state.

All-Welded Construction 
The all-welded construction of our trailers 

means there are no bolts to loosen over time, 

maximizing durability. And each trailer is 

custom built for each boat model, making 

the fit as impressive as the construction.

3-Year Warranty Protection 
Our GALVASHIELD tubing, with its baked-on powdercoat finish, offers industry-leading 

warranty protection (three years) against failure due to corrosion.
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Covers may differ from those shown. Boats shown may be from previous model years. See your authorized TRACKER dealer or call 855.580.0755 for more information. 

WE HAVE YOU 
COVERED

CUSTOM-CRAFTED & MATCHED TO YOUR BOAT.
At TRACKER® Boats, we offer a number of cover options to meet your needs to protect you and your boat on or off the 

water. Choose from mooring covers, Bimini tops and more. Each one is custom-fit to the boat it’ll ride on, ensuring a 

quality cover and protection from the elements for years to come.

DEEP V COVERS

MOD V COVERS

BIMINI TOP
Get out of the sun and into the 
shade of a custom-matched 
TRACKER Bimini top. In 
addition to being long lasting, 
these tops are easy to put up 
and pull down.

FULL ENCLOSURE
For colder climates, the full 
enclosure provides complete 
protection from the elements.

FRONT CURTAIN
Protect yourself and your 
passengers from the elements 
with a curtain. It's roomy 
enough for easy movement in 
the cockpit. Available for all 
WT and Combo models.
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We’re constantly adding content online like fishing tips, outdoor events, 
amazing photos, special deals and more—and we invite you to share your 
memories with us on any of the social media channels below. 
Happy fishing!

@TRACKERBOATS
#TRACKERBOATS #BASSTRACKER

FOLLOW US!
@FISHHOOKTERRY

@MIAMIMATTFISHING@WENDY_BILES_FISHING

@K.SFISHING

@TREEVISION_
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A boat is simply defined as “a small vessel propelled on water by oars, sails or an engine.”
That definition doesn’t quite fit TRACKER to a T, though. These aren’t just formed pieces of 
metal floating on the water.
They’re the means to teaching grandkids the joy of fishing. The way to pass on your love for 
the outdoors and share the importance of conservation to the next generation. The way to 
get away from the world for a day—or two—of fishing with your buddy or spouse. A way to 
get the kids to happily put away the electronics to pick up a rod or wakeboard.
It’s family and fishing memories that will never fade.
And that’s why, it’s more than a boat.
It’s a TRACKER.

IT’S MORE THAN A BOAT. 
IT’S A TRACKER.



2500 E. Kearney | Springfield, MO 65898 U.S.A.
TRACKERBOATS.COM

Your Authorized TRACKER® Boats Dealer
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Photos may show optional or special edition equipment available at an additional cost or discontinued/changed features. Local taxes, license, registration and doc fees vary by state and are 
in addition to prices shown. Prices are approved by the manufacturer. Details in pricing, savings, features, promotions, services and product offerings may vary by location and are subject to 
change without notice. Void where prohibited by law. Best efforts are used to ensure the accuracy of our advertising, however, errors, inaccuracies or omissions may sometimes occur. We do 
not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of information. We reserve the right to correct any errors, inaccuracies or omissions at any time and to cancel any order with no further obligation 
to you. Applicable tariffs may affect final price. See your local dealer for complete information. Prices shown do not include dealer freight and prep charges, unless otherwise noted. F.O.B. 
Springfield, MO, USA. Prices shown are based on United States currency. © 2021 White River Marine Group, LLC  
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